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The spectra of preequilibimm particles, taking into account the en-
ergy dependence of the single-particle level density, are calculated using the
particle-hoie (exciton) level density. We demonstrate the significant effect of
the finite depth of the potential well (continuum effect) on partial emission
spectra for configurations with a small exciton number.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main element of the exciton model of preequilibrium decay [1] is the level density
ujn(E) of a nucleus in the state with excitation energy E and n excited quasiparticles
(excitons). This quantity enters directly into the partial decay rates for particle emission
which are obtained through the detailed balance principle. The value of uin{E) depends
crucially on the single-particle level density g(s). Usually the assumption of a constant
single-particle level density is made to obtain the density u>n{E) in a convenient analytical
form [2-6]. Some generalization can be done taking into account a slow dependence of g(e)
on the single-particle energy e in the vicinity of the Fermi energy [7]. These approaches
provide a good approximation in the low energy region, where the influence of the finite
depth of potential well can be neglected. However, increasing the excitation energy E leads
to an increase of the partial contribution of high excited single-particle states into uin{E).
In this case some excitons can be located in the continuum region with high probability.
Discretizing the continuum, by putting the nucleus in an infinite single particle potential
well or by locating the position of the resonances, lead to a monotonically increasing single
particle .level density with e . However, for a realistic finite depth potential well, such as
a Woods-Saxon potential, the value of the single-particle level density decreases with e in
the continuum region (continuum effect) [8]. Thus, a proper accounting of the continuum
states, i.e. the decrease of g(e) with e, should be taken into account in determining u>n(E)
and other quantities, especially for the case of configurations characterized by low number
of quasiparticles. The aim of this work is to investigate the influence of the finite depth of
the single-particle potential on the preequilibrium decay from states with a small exciton
number.

II. DECAY AND TRANSITION RATES

To estimate an influence of the finite depth of the single-particle potential on the
preequilibrium decay of the nucleus we will consider the spectra for the particle emission
from low-exciton configurations. Following to the exciton model the number of particles
of i/-type emitted from n-exciton state into the energy interval de is given by
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: (1)

Here e is the energy of emitted particle, Wv{n, e) stands for the particle emission rate and
rn(E) denotes the mean lifetime of the states having excitation energy E and n — p + h
excitons, where p and h are the numbers of excited particles and holes. The mean lifetime
Tn(E) is evaluated from a standard master-equation [9-11] integrated over time. The
early stage of equilibration process is the most important one Tor the description of the
preequilirium particle emission. This stage is characterized by small exciton numbers and
predominant role of the transitions to the more complex configurations, namely \%(E) ^>
X~(E), where A+ and A~ are the.rates for the intermediate-state transitions n —• n + 2
and n —• n — 2, respectively. Neglecting the terms with A~ one can obtain [12,13] a simple
expression for rn(E). Namely,

rn(E) = Tn-2(E)\Z_2(E)/(\Z(E) + Tn(E)) ,

where n0 is the initial exciton number, Tn{E) is the total emission rate for the n-exciton
configuration:

Wv(n,e)de. (3)

Here Bv is the separation energy for the emitted particle of type v. The main element
needed to obtain the quantities involved in eqs. (l)-(3) is the level density un. = uivh of the
excited nucleus with n = p + h excitons. In particular, by applying the-detailed balance
principle [9] the emission rates Wu(n, e) in eq. (1). can be presented as

'(«) . ' . , (4)

Here u!ph(E) and u>p_ifc((7) are the particle-hole level densities for the initial and residual
nuclei, respectively, and Tf are the transmission coefficients. The excitation energy U
of the residual nucleus is related to the initial ercitation energv E through the energy
conservation law, E — U + Bv + e. The transition rates A+ are determined by [14,15]

sE>.
( / kip(u)u>p-lk{u)uio(u)du + / Au(u) (5)

where Alp(u) and Au,(u) are the probabih'ties per unit time of particle-part: ;le and hole-
hole scattering with the consiquent creation of a particle-hole .pair. Tbf values of Aip and
Xih are given by Fermi's golden rule as

T y ) . . (6)

Here u is the energy of an incident particle (hole) and \M\2 is the mean square of the
matrix element of the residual interaction.
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To determine the particle-hole level density u)ph(E), let us consider an excited nucleus
whose excitation energy E is shared by n = p + h excitons. Under the conditions of
high excitation energy and low-number quasiparticle configurations the effect of the Pauli
principle can be neglected and wph is proportional to the number of possible accommo-
dations of p particles and h holes on the single-particle levels by the condition of energy
conservation. Thus, the density wph{E) is related to the single-particle level density g(e)
as [14]:

2) = ^77 / duig(ex)... / dung(en)6(E ~22ui) , n = p + h , (7)

where wt- = £,• — eF (u,- = eF — £;) is the energy of i-th particle (hole) at the corresponding
single-particle level and eF is the Fermi energy.

To show the influence of the finite depth of the potential well on preequilibrium decay,
we adopt for this purpose a finite potential well of a trapezoidal form. It has been shown
[8] that for this potential well one has: (i) An excellent agreement of the single-particle
]pvel density g(e) with that obtained from a corresponding Woods-Saxon well; (ii) The
Thomas-Fermi approximation, <7TF(£), provides an excellent approximation to the smooth
level density obtained from the exact quantum mechanical level density, and (iii) A simple
analytic form for gTF{£) can be derived. The form of trapezoidal potential is given by

V(r)-lVo r<R-D
• ' ~ \ i [ l - (r - R)/D] R-D<r<R + D ' W

where Vo, R and D are the depth, size and the surface thickness parameters of the potential
well, respectively. Taking V = 0 for r > R + D in (8) we obtain a finite trapezoidal well
with ii being its half-radius. The semiclassical Thomas-Fermi single-particle level density
i/rF(s) for the potential (8) is given by [8]

where i ' = —{2D(e — V0)]/[(R — D)VQ]. For the case of e > 0, the corresponding semi-
classical expression gTF(s) for the finite trapezoidal potential well should be corrected by
subtracting the contribution due to the free-gas level density gfree(s) [8]

3/2
 n 8 2 16 '

+ 2 + +

with y = —2De/[(R+ D)V0]. The Fermi energy eF in both cases of the finite and infinite
trapezoidal potential well can be found from the conservation particle condition

j deg(e) =

where A is the number of particles. In the numerical calculations by means of (7) we have
used the following parameters of the single-particle potential well [8]:
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Vo = -54 + 33 h(N - Z)/A (MeV) , D = nd
R = Rv/[1 /

where TV and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons, t3 = I for a neutron ?nd —1
for a proton and d = 0.7 fm. The value R in (11) is determined by iteration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We carried out numerical calculations for the cases of finite and infinite trapezoidal
potential under the following assumptions:
(I) We consider only the emission of the nucleons only. The channels of th" complex
particle emission are neglected. '
(II) No distinction between proton and neutron is assumed. Thus, only the emission of
one-type particles is considered. In contrast to the usual one-component exciton model,
the contributions of protons and neutrons into the emission spectrum are t ken as iden-
tical. . •
(III) We assume the squared matrix element of the residual interaction to be energy in-
dependent, \M\2 = const. Therefore, the energy dependence of the probabilities of the
exciton-exciton scattering Aip and Xih and tiie transition ratei A+ are'determined by the
accessible phase space.
(IV) Since we basically interested in high-energy part of the emission spectra, the trans-
mission coefficients T\ are approximated by step function 0(£ — £max) [16], where
£max ~ y/2fie/h, and, consequently, the sum over orbital momentum in eq. (4) can be
estimated as ^(2-^+1)7^ (e) « 2fiR2e/k2, where /J, is _he nucleon mass'. Then, for
simplicity, the level densities wv-ih{U) and uivh{E) in (4) are calculated for the same
single-particle level density g(e) of the initial nucleus.

Although listed assumptions are rather crude, they are enable us to estimate the effect of
the finite depth of the potential well on preequilibrium emission spectra. The numerical
calculations have been performed for the nucleus 40Ca at excitation energies E — 20 MeV
and E — 50 MeV. Results for the case of finite trapezoidal potential are presented in
Figs. 1-4 by solid lines. In order to outline the continuum effect, the associated calcula-
tions for the infinite trapezoidal potential are displayed in the same figures Dy dashed lines.
Fig. 1 shows that the single-particle level density g[e) for the finite depth potential is a
strong nonmonotonic function in the e-region close to the edge of the potential well. Such
behavior of g(e) underlies the effect,of finite depth of potential well on the particle-hole
level density [17] and, consequently, on the transition and decay rates. The continuum
effect in the probabilities of particle-particle and hole-hole scattering is displayed in Fig. 2.
Under assumption (III) the energy dependence of Aip and Aî  is determined by that of
the level densities w-i\ and o>i2. The magnitude ol the mean square of '. be matrix element
|Af|2 in eq. (6) was taken from [18]. For 40Ca the value \M\2 is given by \M\2 = 3.8 • lO"4

MeV2 which is in agreement with the known parametrizations [12]. As it an be seen
from Fig. 2, an account of the finite depth of the potential well-reduces the phase space
accessible for the involved exciton-exciton scattering. This fact leads to the decrease of
the transition rates A+ (E) as the excitation energy increases. The energy-dependence of
value ^n(^) f°r *n e exciton configurations 2plh, 3p2h and 4p3h are illustrated in Fig. 3a.
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In contrast to the transition rates A+(.E), the total decay rates Tn(E), for the finite depth
potential, show a rise as compared with that for the infinite potential well as excitation
energy increases (see Fig. 3b). To make this behavior more transparent let us analyze
eq. (4) for Wv(n,e). As compared to the case of infinite potential well, the level density
ujph(E) of the finite depth potential well is reduced due to the free gas spectrum sub-
tructing [17]. On the other hand, the level density uip^ih{U) in eq. (4) is not reduced
here because of the small excitation energy U for high-energy tail of the emission prob-
ability. Therefore, the account of the finitness of potential depth gives a rise in emission
rate Wv(n,e) and, according to eq. (3), in the total decay rate rn(E). As can be seen
from Figs. 3a and 3b, the inequality A+(£) > TJE) is valid for both infinite and finite
depth potential well. Thus, the mean lifetimes (2) are mostly determined by the values of
A+. The results of calculations for particle emission spectra are presented in Figs. 4a-4d.
These figures show that the effect of finite depth of potential well is more transparent for
preequilibrium emission at high excitation energy of the nucleus. For the case of the 2plh
configuration at E = 50 MeV an account of the finitness of the potential well enhances up
to 10 times the particle yield. The deviation of the spectra calculated for the finite depth
potential from that for infinite one becomes smaller as the exciton number increases. The
same conclusion is true also for the transition and decay rates. Actually, if the exciton
number increases, the mean value of energy per exciton decreases, and, hence, the proba-
bility of the exciton location in the continuum e-region decreases also. As the cosequense,
the continuum effect tends to diminution with an increase of the exciton number. Ob-
viously, the similar trend can be obtained by a reduction in the excitation energy of the
nucleus. As can be seen from Fig. 4d, the continuum effect is substantially disappeared
at E = 20 MeV.
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FIG. 1. The single-particle level density (protons
+ neutrons) as a function of energy s foi the nucleus
40Ca. Dashed line is the calculation according eq. (9)
for the. infinite trapezoidal potential, solid line is the
same calculation for the finite depth trapezoidal po-
tential

FIG. 2. The probabilities per unit time of the par-
tide-particle (Alp) and the hole-hole (Aj/,) scattering
accompanied by the creation of a particle-hole r air.
The calculations are performed for the nucleus 40Ca
using eq. (6) in tne cases of finite depth trapezoidal
potential (solid line) and infinite trapezoidal potential
(dashed line) '
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FIG. 3. The transition rates A£ (a) and the total decay rates F n (b) vs excitation energy
E for the nucleus '"'Ca. Solid lines are the calculations for the case of finite depth trapezoidal
potential, dashed lines axe the same calculations for infinite trapezoidaTpotential. The exciton
numbers n = p + h (p— A = 1) are indicated by numerals near the curves
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FIG. 4. Partial spectra for preequilibrium nucleon emission from low-exciton states of the
nucleus 40Ca at excitation energies 50 MeV (a,b,c) and 20 MeV (d). Dashed lines represent the
calculations for. the infinite trapezoidal potential, solid lines correspond to the finite trapezoidal
potential. Particle-hole configurations are indicated
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